Electome, a project run by data scientists at the Laboratory for Social Machines, part of the MIT Media Lab, compared the online conversations of people who exclusively follow Trump with those who exclusively follow Clinton. Swipe left for their findings.

### Clinton Twitter followers' most-tweeted issues

Foreign policy and national security issues also topped the list for Clinton followers, according to the Electome analysis.

- **National security**: 32%
- **Racial issues**: 14%
- **LGBT issues**: 9%
- **Immigration**: 9%

Source: Electome. The Electome has access to the full output of Twitter. Its algorithms identify tweets about the election and classify them by topic and by candidate. It can also apply filters, in this case aggregating tweets by Trump or Clinton supporters.

### Trump Twitter followers' most-tweeted issues

More than one-third of issue-related tweets by Trump's Twitter followers were about foreign policy or national security, according to the Electome.

- **National security**: 34%
- **Racial issues**: 13%
- **Immigration**: 12%
- **Justice**: 6%

Source: Electome. The Electome has access to the full output of Twitter. Its algorithms identify tweets about the election and classify them by topic and by candidate. It can also apply filters, in this case aggregating tweets by Trump or Clinton supporters.